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summary
Background: it is well known that the state of health of the population in Józsefváros is extremely bad. The literature already 
mentioned in the mid-80’s that the average life expectancy at birth in Józsefváros was 12 years less than in district Xii, on the 
right bank of danube. unfortunately, the situation today is still similar, but the district is not homogeneous at all: the state of 
health of inhabitant groups with different historical and socio-economic background within the district differs at least as much 
from each other as the indicators of the whole district viii differ from the capital’s typical results.
method: in our study we used the rapid inquire facility and for the cluster analysis we used the satscan program. We reviewed 
the demographic data of district’s viii population and – using standardised mortality ratio – the mortality rate of the popula-
tion aged 30-69 between 2006 and 2008. The effects of the well-known distorting factor (the large number of deaths, homeless 
shelters in certain areas and among the residents registered at the same address) were eliminated from the study.
results: The results of the analysis performed by residential quarters showed a significant 1.5 fold excess mortality in magdolna, 
szigony and orczy quarters compared to the rate of the entire city of Budapest. The significantly high mortality rates in the blocks 
of magdolna and orczy quarters were confirmed by the inspection on the level of blocks and by the results of cluster analysis as well. 
conclusions: The results of this study clearly define areas with a high death-risk in district viii, even on the level of blocks, 
which constitutes a targeted information to the local decision-makers for developing a health promotion plan in order to reduce 
the existing disparities.
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INTRoDuCTIoN

In the mid-70’s, the average life expectancy at birth 
(LEB) in Hungarian population was of few years less 
compared to many European countries (1), and the in-
crease rate of this indicator has not reached that of other 
European countries during the past 20 years. In 2005 
Hungary’s LEB indicator was 7 years less compared to 
that of the old member countries of the European union, 
and what is sadder, there are still significant differences 
within the countries (2). The highest level of LEB among 
men (70,5 years) was noted in Budapest, the worst 
was observed in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County (66.03 
years), giving the difference of more than 4 years. Bu-
dapest is in the best place regarding LEB if we consider 
it as a whole. using higher territorial resolution outlines 
the differences in LEB indicators, and the district in the 

centre of Budapest, with great historical and architectur-
al values, Józsefváros has a worse LEB than the coun-
ties with the worst LEB in the country. This district gives 
home not only for a memorial place of historic turning 
points, but also for health care and higher education in-
stitutions – the medical university of the capital among 
others – and is also centre of transportation and cultural 
institutions (4). The LEB and other indicators of health 
status show however that people of most disadvanta-
geous situation live in the District VIII (4-5). Thus the 
study was designed to analyze the death rates in the 
historical quarters of Józsefváros.

METHoDS

In this descriptive epidemiological study we investi-
gated premature mortality data (age group 20-59 years) 
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between 2006 and 2008 on the level of quarters and 
blocks. District VIII in Budapest has 11 historical quar-
ters, with an average population of 7950 each, and 185 
blocks of flats with average population of 400 each.

DATA

Mortality and population data for the years 2006-2008 
in 10-year age bands were obtained from the National 
Institute of Environmental Health. The data was original-
ly derived from the Hungarian Central Statistical office.

DISEASE MAppING

The disease mapping was carried out using the Rap-
id Inquiry Facility (RIF 3.12) software (6). using the dis-
ease mapping option within the RIF, territorial patterns 
of premature mortality in District VIII of Budapest were 
investigated in both quarter and block levels.

Indirectly standardized (standard: age-specific death 
rates of population of Budapest) and smoothed relative 
risks (Smoothed Relative Risk) were calculated using 
full hierarchical Bayesian methods. The WinBuGS (7) 
smoothing algorithm was linked directly to RIF.

The BYM model employed by RIF takes into account 
both the heterogeneity effect (smoothing toward the 
capital mean) and the territorial autocorrelation compo-
nent (smoothing toward the local mean) (8). uncertainty 

is shown by the posterior probability of an excess risk 
for areas where the residual risk was above 1 and the 
posterior probabilities were greater than 0.8 (9).

CLuSTER DETECTIoN

Areas with high, age-adjusted death rate (clusters) 
were defined with scan statistics (10, 11). The SatScan 
algorithm was also linked directly to RIF. Elliptical win-
dow shape was used and the maximum spatial cluster 
size was 15% of the population at risk.

RESuLTS

The study carried out in Budapest, Hungary, in an 
internal district, called Józsefváros where there are ap-
prox. 80 thousand inhabitants and it is well known that 
the people living here are in very poor health condition, 
as it has been indicated by the high rate of premature 
mortality for years (12, 13).

The district is situated in the centre of the capital with 
a population of two million, in the middle of the left bank 
of the Danube River. The district is a traffic hub, and is in 
a close vicinity of the capital’s downtown rich in beauty 
and pride.

The district as a whole, belongs to the most densely 
populated parts of the capital, at the same time the ma-
jority of the quarters – except for Józsefváros Centre and 

Figure 1. Administrative units in Hungary and in its capital, Budapest.
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palace quarter – were sparsely populated compared to 
the whole District VIII (table 1).

Compared to the average of Budapest, a significantly 
higher death rate was observed in certain Józsefváros 
quarters, Magdolna, Szigony, and orczy quarters and in 
the centre of the district (fig. 1). In these quarters there 
was a significant excess of mortality by about 1.5 fold of 
the Budapest average (table 1). 

our results show that also on the level of blocks a 
flats, areas with high mortality-risk could be observed in 
Magdolna, Szigony and orczy quarters (fig. 2A).

Contiguously high risk of death characterized the 
middle two thirds of the Magdolna quarter, and some ar-
eas neighbouring the Magdolna quarter in the Szigony 
and the orczy quarter (fig. 2.). 

The results of the cluster analysis determined even 
more clearly the blocks of Magdolna and orczy quar-
ter as high death-risk areas during the study period 
(fig. 2B.)

DISCuSSIoN

our results show that the death rate is extremely poor 
in the middle part of the District VIII, which is the cause 
of extremely unfavourable premature mortality indica-
tors in Józsefváros (District VIII) (12-13).

In other words, the result found in the middle part af-
fects the district level analyses and the results published 
in similar studies about Józsefváros of a whole grater 
part of Józsefváros indicate that the district’s citizen is in 
a more “favourable” situation than the average citizen of 
the capital (2-5, 12-13). In earlier studies in the District VIII 
district population, the high early-death indicators were 
accompanied with negative socio-economic character-
istics (5). Worthy of note is the social change among the 
most disadvantaged people in Magdolna quarter. For-
mer residents of the internal part of Józsefváros (such 
as Magdolna quarter) – Gypsy musicians, many of them 
being the famous artists, member of famous bands and 
also musical instrument makers, could keep very large 
families. However, at the end of 20th century the demand 
for gypsy music declined and they could not get work 
either in our country or abroad. The population without a 
future was unable to change, got older, and people who 
came from the country in socially appalling condition, 
seeking a better living, moved into the divided civilised 
homes of the failing “native” residents. The state of the 
run-down homes continued to deteriorate, and many 
of them are now occupied by squatters. The area has 
two railway stations and is located in the heart of Bu-
dapest, probably with the largest through traffic, which 
also helped the influx of groups of people who wanted 
to try their luck (2). 

CoNCLuSIoNS

As a consequence, the homeless services were best 
developed in this area in the last decade. The area has 
four institutions, which provide homeless social ser-
vices, from low budget social care, through health care 
to the residential social institutions (2). Moreover, this 

Table 1. Density of population in Districts of Budapest and 
in quarters of District VIII.

District/Quarter Density of population 
(person/km2)

District I 7599,4

District II 2546,0

District III 3315,8

District IV 5499,0

District V 11176,8

District VI 18545,0

District VII 30687,6

District VIII 11939,0

District IX 5027,5

District X 2487,8

District XI 4315,5

District XII 2315,8

District XIII 8508,4

District XIV 6812,5

District XV 3162,6

District XVI 2119,

District XVII 1458,9

District XVIII 2495,5

District XIX 6802,8

District XX 5360,8

District XXI 3144,9

District XXII 1534,2

District XXIII 507,5

VIII. /Kerepesi 1347,7

VIII. /Százados út 1759,3

VIII. /Ganz 3270,0

VIII. /Szigony 10386,9

VIII. /orczy 14569,7

VIII. /Tisztviselőtelep 18194,5

VIII. /Népszínház 20028,5

VIII. /palota 22116,1

VIII. /Józsefváros központ 27181,6

VIII. /Csarnok 32151,2

VIII. /Magdolna 36025,4
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area was also affected by the fact – which distorted the 
whole District’s VIII population mortality indicators – that 
homeless people had to have a reported address to get 
income, employment, pensions, disability pensions, so-
cial assistance. In 2010, there was a block of flats, in 
which the reported number of people living there was so 
high that there wouldn’t be enough room for them even 
if standing fit (2).

This social stratum has a lifestyle, which has dispro-
portionately increased the risk of early mortality, and our 
cluster analysis on block level has demonstrated the 
distorting differences.

It is to be regretted that people registered at the 
building blocks of District VIII – wherever they really live 
on grounds of their registered addresses, distort the 
characteristics of the area, and worsen the unfavourable 
premature death rates of the inhabitants of the eighth 
district.
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Figure 2. Territorial distribution of premature (20-59 years) mortality in District VIII of Budapest. A.: on the level of quarters 
B.: on the level blocks of flats


